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Reviewed by Clare Tolmie, Senior Research Archaeologist, Illinois
State Archaeological Survey
This edited volume reflects new approaches to the study of the Archaic in southern Quebec, an area that extends from the St. Lawrence and the borders of New England to Hudson’s Bay and the subarctic. It is thirty years since the last major publication on the Archaic
of this region, and thus the papers here reflect the impact of CRM on the archaeological
database, as well as new approaches to understanding the development of new cultural
expressions, social and economic networks in the region.
This volume presents a review of recent work in the interpretation of Archaic material
culture in what is now southern Quebec from 11,0000–3,000 BP, in the context of an environment and landscape that was impacted by glacial retreat, marine transgressions, and
isostatic uplift. Within this framework, the chapters investigate social and political structure,
relationships within and between maritime and inland groups, and the factors that either
enhanced or obstructed interactions between different areas. This volume also emphasizes
innovations that occurred in the Archaic—in ceremonial behavior, subsistence intensification, site organization, the development of a semi-sedentary residential pattern within
restricted territories, and, of course, new technologies that may include the bow and arrow.
The editors have left the authors to use their preferred taxonomies and chronologies, to
avoid the impression that the Archaic in Quebec was homogenous, and to allow ease of
discussion and/or comparison with data from other sites in the greater Northwest. A useful
table is provided for the reader to show the correlation between time periods/cultures of
the region from southern Quebec, subarctic (James Bay), the Lower and Middle North
Coast, and Northern New England/Maritime Provinces. Though not included, a brief
overview of the sequence of glacial retreat, marine transgressions, and sea level and lake
level variation over the period, would help provide additional context for readers with less
familiarity with such changes, which clearly impacted the occupants of many of the sites
discussed in the text.
Of particular interest to this reader was the analysis in many of the papers of data used to
reconstruct the contemporaneous Archaic landscape and situate both the sites and their occupants within that landscape. This included not only examining sites themselves, but the interaction of landscape, humans, and their cultural expressions to better elucidate the construction of social networks across a landscape, and the construction of social identities themselves.
Many papers discuss subsistence behaviors and site locations in terms of landscape and
regional or local networks: data from the Early Archaic on the North Shore, including the
first zooarchaeological analysis for this period, detailed reconstruction of the post-glacial
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environment, and the resulting reconstruction of subsistence behavior. Within the
Saguenay watershed, hydrological and topological factors are examined in terms of
different subsistence practices and artifact assemblages, and the separation of Middle
and Archaic populations between the fjords (Maritime) and the hinterland (Laurentienne) relating to both topography and fluvial conditions along a major river valley.
Another paper presents preliminary results of excavations at the mouth of the River
Gatineau, that reconstruct the local environment and season of occupation, and may
also show an intensification in the use of wetland resources and local resources in the
Late Archaic.
Other papers assess large and small sites as parts of systems of movement and settlement within a landscape, such as a campsite at a rapids reused over time at the Lac des
Joncs, or along what were major streams in the late Archaic, but are now minor drainages following changes in landscape and watersheds as a result of isostatic rebound.
Other authors examine the landscape as part of a cultural construct including the
importance of place in maintaining social relationships across a community and waymarking to maintain the cultural landscape of a society.
A number of papers focus on new approaches to old collections, or apply analytical
techniques to new materials. Examples include use wear studies on a Lower Archaic
quartz lithic assemblage which demonstrated the potential of use wear analysis for this
stone, and the use of typological studies of lithic assemblages and projectile points to
identify Middle Archaic sites based on a collection of points from sites in the Lac des
Joncs region.
The final paper is the most provocative, reflecting how the categorization of prehistoric cultures masks much of the potential variation in the archaeological record
and also arguing strongly for considering the functionality of projectile points and
other formal and informal tools, as well as their typology, in interpreting site use and
subsistence patterns.
This collection of articles provides new insights into the interactions of humans,
human social networks, and their adaptation to a changing landscape and environment. The careful analysis of the sites in their contemporary environmental context
is an important aspect of interpreting site function, choice of site location, and the
potential for interaction with other Archaic societies at the local and regional level.
The broader understanding of the Archaic period(s) and cultures provided by these
articles aids our understanding of the evolution of later cultures in the region.
All articles are in French, and color illustrations and additional data are supplied in
a CD. I would encourage the editors of the series to enable access to the data via the
web for those of us whose computers do not have a CD drive.

